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NEW CHARACTER BIOGRAPHIES 

THE CHEESE 
“THE CHEESE STANDS ALONE!” 

 
 
The Cheese is a brand new addition to the world of wrestling. He's not a 
guy who grew up a fan of the business with dreams of becoming a 
professional wrestler. Instead, he is a man who knows the difference 
between right and wrong! More specifically, he knows what Jon Heel and 
the Deadly Alliance have been up to is wrong. 
 
The Cheese was first introduced to professional wrestling when a group of 
his buddies was gathered watching an NDW super card pay-per-view 
event. During the broadcast, The Cheese was half watching the show, half 
socializing with his friends. One thing caught his eye and took him by 
surprise. It was a match between Headhunter Travis Deadly and Pitt Viper. 
The Cheese quickly noticed that Travis Deadly was not trying to win the 
match, but instead looking to hurt Pitt Viper all while his manager Jon Heel 
was barking out orders at ringside. The Cheese was appalled by these 
actions. As he watched, the Cheese quickly realized that the Deadly 
Alliance was made up of some pretty awful people. He then realized that 
they were being opposed by a group of guys who wanted to run them out 
of NDW, the Protectors of the Galaxy. 

 
Believing in what the Protectors of the Galaxy stand for, The Cheese decided that he wanted to join their cause. The 
Cheese joined the Black and Blue Wrestling Academy and started training to become a wrestler. As soon as the Cheese 
learned the basics, he left the training facility in order to meet up with Biordi to try and join the Protectors of the Galaxy. 
 
Upon meeting the Cheese, Biordi admired his ambition to do the right thing, but also did not want to put the inexperienced 
rookie in harm's way; therefore, the two came up with a compromise. The Cheese has agreed to become a prospect of 
the Protectors of the Galaxy. After he gains a little more experience, he will be offered membership to the team. Until then, 
Biordi has set up matches for him with competitive opponents from the Knights of the Round Table and the Black and 
Blue Crew. These wrestlers will give him a fair and honest match, without trying to end his career before it starts. The 
Cheese's wrestling style is quite basic, but he was able to nickname all of his moves after types of cheeses. 
 
The Cheese has an extensive background in technology. He has offered to use the skills he has acquired to develop a 
device to track down KnightFall's lost ring of power. He is using the energy signature from KnightFall's armor to locate the 
ring. So far The Cheese has not been able to find the ring's whereabouts, but he is committed to trying. This has made 
him a valuable asset to the Protectors team as he develops more tech to be used for their mission. 
 
Team: Protectors of the Galaxy (prospect) 
Feuds: Deadly Alliance 
Signature Moves: 
Provolone Piledriver - package piledriver 
Swiss Super-Plex - top rope belly-to-belly suplex 
Gorgonzola Grip - cobra clutch 
THE CHEESE STANDS ALONE - stump puller 

  



FNKEN 
“A DECADE IN THE MAKING!” 

 
There is no man in NDW who is more connected than FnKen. FnKen is 
the brother-in-law of Buck Blake. He has friends on both sides of the war 
between the Protectors of the Galaxy and Deadly Alliance rivalry. Plus, 
he is also responsible for introducing Eagle Richards and Falcon Parker 
to the Last Knight. FnKen felt like he would be offered a place in NDW 
when it first formed, but instead, it has taken over a year for him to find a 
spot on the roster. 
 
FnKen feels that his blacklisting from NDW comes from the influence of 
B.A. Jerk, who was the first acquisition to the roster outside the original 
eight wrestlers. B.A. Jerk has been involved in a rivalry with Buck Blake 
since well before their days in NDW. In fact, B.A. Jerk has had issues 
with Buck Blake, FnKen, and their other brother-in-law, Average Joe, 
better known as the League of Brother-In-Laws, for well over a decade. 
B.A. Jerk was disappointed to see Buck Blake join the NDW ranks, and 
did all the backstage politicking that he could to keep the other League of 
Brother-In-Laws members out, more specifically FnKen.  
 
Due to his late arrival to the NDW scene, the giant known as FnKen has 
decided to remain neutral in the Protectors of the Galaxy against the 
Deadly Alliance feud. However, family comes first, and FnKen will form 

an occasional tag-team with Buck Blake known as the League of Brother-In-Laws. FnKen also remains good friends with 
the Birds of Prey as well as Biordi, The Cheese, Lance Romance, and several other wrestlers in NDW. Some old rivalries 
from the past are still there for FnKen, such as ones with Captain Adam: Space Pirate and Headhunter Travis Deadly. 
However, FnKen is mainly focused on dealing with the man who has kept him out of NDW, B.A. Jerk. 
 
FnKen is a veteran in the ring and a giant among his peers. He is the biggest wrestler on the NDW roster, and his in-ring 
style reflects that. He also feels like he has a lot to prove. After being left out of NDW for its first year of operation, FnKen 
has gotten quite the chip on his shoulder. He wants to show both the Last Knight and Bob Hagar that they made a 
mistake in not signing him to a contract in the beginning. To do this FnKen is looking to claim the NDW Dimensional 
Championship, and with no real distractions in sight, he may achieve that goal rather quickly! Time will tell! 
 
Team: Independent 
Tag-Partner: Buck Blake (League of Brother-In-Laws) 
Feuds: B.A. Jerk, Captain Adam: Space Pirate, Headhunter Travis Deadly 
Signature Moves: 
Punisher Splash - running splash to a downed opponent 
Suspender Snap - snapping singlet strap across the opponent’s face 
You Have Been Chopped - overhand chop to the top of the head 
INFINITY GAUNTLET - top rope fist drop 
INFINITY WAR - frog splash 
INFINITY CRUSADE - moonsault 
 

 
 
  



NDW TEAM ROSTERS - QUICK REFERENCE 
 
 

KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE 
● Di-Smash 
● Rajah Ring Royalty 
● Birds of Prey 

○ Eagle Richards 
○ Falcon Parker 

BLACK AND BLUE CREW 
● Lambert 
● B.A. Jerk 
● Black and Blue Crew 

○ Jet Black 
○ Navy Blue 

PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY 
● Biordi 
● KnightFall 
● Treasure Hunters 

○ Captain Adam: Space Pirate 
○ Pitt Viper 

● Social Butterfly - Manager 
● The Cheese - Prospect 

DEADLY ALLIANCE 
● Red Scare 
● Headhunter Travis Deadly 
● Team Deadly 

○ Lance Romance 
○ Buck Blake 

● Jon Heel - Manager 

MONSTER MASH 
● Vladimir Plasma 
● Creature Feature 

○ Murky Waters 
○ Lycan Moon 

 
INDEPENDENT 

● FnKen 
● Ooolahg 
● Mythical Warriors 

○ Battle Axe 
○ Broadsword 

HOLIDAY HORROR 
● Halloween Hank 
● Snow Bunny 

○ Pete Cottontail 
○ Jacklyn Snow 

 
Special note: Women are seen as being equal to men within Next Dimension Wrestling. Therefore when intergender 
matches are held during NDW shows, women wrestlers are not affected by the Women’s Conversion Chart found in other 
game editions. 
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